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EDITORIAL

FHV COALITION SUES TLC
OVER 25% WAV MANDATE

It’s more than a little frustrating to see
it come to this, but a Coalition of For-hire
Vehicle (FHV) industry organizations was
forced to sue the New York City Taxi and
Limousine Commission (TLC) to prevent
enforcement of its 25% Wheelchair Accessible Vehicle (WAV) rule in March. Considering the fact that the TLC’s mandate
would force FHV bases to dispatch what
will become 25% of all trips in WAVs in a
few short years, regardless of whether the
customer asks for one or not, what choice
did they have? It’s not only a kick in the
gut to bases that are already struggling
with a badly broken system, it seems
pretty much impossible to achieve.
Let’s not forget that the Coalition also
presented a far more realistic and workable
plan. The TLC approved the plan but then
refused to remove a “poison pill” provision
that would allow them to shut it down on a
whim. Now, people who have been struggling to stay afloat in the worst environment the NYC FHV industry has ever seen
are being forced to spend a significant
amount of money on what seems an awful
lot like an unnecessary lawsuit. If the TLC
had just been a little more reasonable and
given the Coalition plan a chance, without
the fear that their multi-million-dollar investment could get yanked at any moment
without cause, I’d be writing a different editorial this month. So it goes…
As Ira Goldstein explains in his column
this month, the FHV Coalition is still negotiating with the TLC on a Memorandum
of Understanding (MOU), but everything
remains in a state of suspended animation
because the TLC has refused to remove
that poison pill provision. That, by the
way, means that people requiring WAVs
will most likely end up waiting longer than
they should for the service that they need

and deserve.
In the absence of a settlement, a hearing will be held on April 16 on the case. So,
assuming it hasn’t been resolved and you
are reading this before April 16, I would
ask EVERYONE to mark that date on
their calendar because the FHV Coalition
needs your presence at the hearing. As Ira
said, “We need a ‘standing room only’
crowd, to show the judge just how many
New Yorkers are prepared to step up to
help protect their industry and their fellow
drivers.”
The Coalition’s attorneys – McElroy,
Deutsch, Mulvaney & Carpenter, LLP
(MDM&C) – filed the lawsuit in the United
States District Court Southern District of
New York in Manhattan, “seeking injunctive relief against the TLC on behalf of the
For-hire Vehicle industry,” according to a
press release from the law firm. “The FHV
industry’s lawsuit seeks to overturn
amendments to TLC Rule 59 which, if enacted, are estimated to impose more than
one billion dollars in compliance-related
costs on [drivers and base owners]. The
short-term expense for interim compliance
[in the first year alone] is expected to top
$300,000,000. The suit challenges the
TLC’s authority to amend Rule 59 as unconstitutional and in violation of federal
regulations that exempt taxi service
providers from making what Congress has
found to be an unreasonable accommodation.”
The TLC’s new regulations are set to go
into effect on July 1, 2018, which will be
here in the blink of an eye.
The law firm’s press release went on to
say the following: “The FHV industry has
consistently sought to improve wheelchair
accessibility, and in September 2017 proposed that the TLC consider adoption of a
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Central Dispatch System – to be fully
funded by the FHV industry – designed to
ensure that wheelchair-bound customers
are provided with priority service through
the nearest accessible vehicle. That service
model has worked well elsewhere but the
TLC refused to commit to the Central Dispatch System.”
FHV industry counsel, Steven J.
Shanker, who heads the Transportation
Practice Group at MDM&C (www.mdmclaw.com), said that, “Our client’s drivers
are proud of the role they have long played
in helping all passengers, and should not
be fined, punished or forced to close their
business as a result of TLC rules that are
neither well-researched nor financially viable. The FHV industry is seeking this
legal remedy not only to protect their interests, but also to ensure that New York
City residents can continue to benefit from
the service they provide.”
For updates on the case, and how you
can get involved, please check our website
(www.blackcarnews.com) or “like” our
Facebook page (www.facebook.com/BlackC
a
r
N
e
w
s
423894445595/?ref=bookmarks).
Before I sign off for the month, I
wanted to offer my deepest condolences to
the family and friends of Nicanor Ochisor,
who at 65 years old was another casualty
of the devastated ground transportation
industry in NYC. Mr. Ochisor, a cab driver
and medallion owner for 30 years, committed suicide in March after his life and financial
well-being
were
turned
upside-down because regulators and legislators have been far too slow to react and
make the necessary changes to the industry in NYC. There is no good reason it had
to come to this.
RIP, Mr. Ochisor.
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Distinct from any Camry created before, the 2018 Camry
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IRA’S INSIGHTS
Hello everybody, and welcome to spring!
As I am writing this, I can say that for all
of us in New York, we’ve not really had
much of a spring presence – especially seeing as how the first day of spring also
brought with it the region’s fourth
nor’easter in just a matter of weeks. I hope
you and your drivers all remained safe
while digging out! Before we begin, depending on when you are reading this, some holidays may have passed or may just be
coming up. For those of you who may be celebrating Passover, Lailat al Miraj or Easter
this month, I hope you celebrate safely,
happily and in good health, surrounded by
loved ones. That being said, we have a lot
to go over, so let’s dig in.
First off, I’d like to start by providing
an update on the issue of congestion pricing. As you read this, the April 1st deadline
for the New York State budget will have already come and gone, so we will know
which specific congestion pricing initiatives
have been included in the Governor’s
budget, and which have been left out, and
left for future legislative efforts. Leading up
to that, however, all we have to go by are
context clues, like the comments made recently by Governor Cuomo in a WNYC interview.
When asked if the state Senate was onboard with the congestion pricing initiatives being pushed in the Assembly, he
replied, “It’s tenuous at best right now –
across the board.” What he did add, however, makes it clear that while a full version
of congestion pricing might not surface any
time soon, what may take place is a “phase
in” of for-hire vehicles.
When asked about this on NY1, Governor Cuomo said, “I think that would be
phased in and I'm hoping to start with the
first phase of for-hire vehicles. A lot of the
congestion comes from these new Ubers and
Lyfts which stay in the central business district, the business district of Manhattan,
and we’re looking for a surcharge on those
vehicles that are in the zone, and [will] dedicate that funding to the subway funding
long term and use it as a step one in an
overall congestion-pricing plan.”
Curious about the surcharge amounts
the Governor was referring to? Well, in the
Assembly, the Democrats have thrown
their support behind a plan (the only piece
of legislation on this yet submitted) which
proposes a $1 fee be applied to each and
every ride conducted by for-hire vehicles,
including those conducted for ride-hailing
companies such as Uber and Lyft
statewide, with that $1 fee ballooning to
$2.75 for trips in Manhattan below 96th
Street – outer borough trips would be subject to the $1 fee. Taxis, who are also a massive presence in Manhattan’s central

BY IRA J. GOLDSTEIN

business district, would only be required to
charge passengers a $0.50 fee per ride,
which has long been the case.
Extremely notable is the fact that the
entire Livery sector would be exempt from
any such fees under this plan. While the
Governor has not clearly stated whether or
not that fee structure is one he is in favor
of, The Black Car Fund (BCF) and Black
Car Assistance Corporation (BCAC) has already taken a position on the issue of congestion pricing. After careful thought, both
The BCF and BCAC are endorsing congestion pricing, however, it is not without conditions, and we remain unwilling to accept
it as is. The only way we support congestion
pricing is if parity for our Industry is
reached.
The way the current Assembly plan
works, it is effectively the government putting itself in the position to pick winners
and losers from within the Industry. By
forcing outer borough residents with more
limited transportation options to pay a
higher fee than those in Manhattan’s central business district who enjoy the luxury
of hailing a plethora of cruising taxis with
lower fee amounts, the inequality is made
clear. As such, the condition for our support
is that the Black Car Industry must be relieved of the sales tax responsibility; otherwise, no true parity can be achieved.
We have embarked on a Facebook messaging campaign, Fare Equality NY, (Facebook.com/FareEqualityNY)
aimed
at
getting New York’s for-hire drivers to understand exactly what this would cost
them, and how unfair this move truly is.
Riders in the outer boroughs would be paying 3x the amount of sales tax than a Manhattan resident hailing a taxi in the most
congested area of Manhattan. Drivers
would begin to see fares continue to decrease, as a result of outer borough consumers unwilling, or unable to pay the
extra fee. If the true purpose of any of New
York congestion pricing initiative is to both
decrease traffic congestion in Manhattan’s
central business district, as well as raise
funding for the MTA, then there is no reason, then, for taxis to be treated any differently than any others. Again – our
government should NOT be in the business
of picking winners and losers, and with
this, it is exactly what is taking place.
You already read what the Governor
said regarding congestion pricing making it
into the state budget, however, you should
all be aware of the fact that after the April
1st deadline, all the way up until the June
end of the legislative session, it is entirely
possible for individual bills to make their
way through which roll-out more congestion
pricing initiatives. I encourage you all to
Like and Share our Facebook page, Fare

Equality NY, and to follow us on social media
for updates as soon as they happen!
Next, on the long-running issue of FHV
accessibility. In my last column, I explained
that the FHV Coalition was still in negotiations with the TLC on a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) in order to embark
on the pilot program. Well, that is still the
case and talks on a mutually-protecting
MOU are still underway – however, since
my last column, there has been another development which many of you may not take
as a surprise. The BCF, BCAC, LANY,
LBOA and LRT have filed a federal case
against the NYC TLC to prohibit the
agency from enforcement of its recentlypassed FHV accessibility rule, mandating
all FHV bases dispatch a certain percentage of dispatches to accessible vehicles,
whether or not the passenger requested an
accessible vehicle.
We anticipate, in the absence of a settlement, that a hearing will be held April
16th on the case. This being such an important issue to so many from within our Industry, we will most likely be calling on the
Industry for help in making a statement at
the hearing in the form of a standing room
only crowd, to show the Judge just how
many New Yorkers are prepared to step up
to help protect their precious Industry, but
also their fellow driver. Also, you may have
gotten a letter from the TLC discussing the
compliance options for the first year of enforcement – do not worry about this letter.
There is nothing in this letter unexpected,
or any type of new information. We encourage you to please follow us on social media
in order to find out how you may be able to
help!
Finally, the TLC announced plans to
embark on a yellow and green taxi pilot program which would allow them to utilize
TLC-approved taxi e-hail applications, and
therefore, enjoy features like providing consumers with up-front and binding fare
quotes, as well as “surge pricing,” or rates
of fare determined via algorithm based on
current ride demands. With so much going
on in our Industry, the BCAC is curious to
know where you stand on this potential
TLC pilot program. If you have the time,
please visit NYBCAC.org to quickly let us
know where you stand on it. This invitation
is open to all – BCAC membership not required to participate! As soon as you are on
our Home Page, you will see right where to
click!
I believe that does it for this month. I
am very excited to bring you all my next
few columns, as some new, EXTREMELY
valuable driver benefits are slated to be unveiled by The Black Car Fund… so stay
tuned! And with that, I leave you all until
May! Drive carefully, everyone!

Ira J. Goldstein is the Executive Director of the New York Black Car Fund, Chief Operating Officer of the Black
Car Assistance Corp. (BCAC), and Treasurer of the Coalition of Transportation Associations (COTA).

VIC’s NOTES
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BY VICTOR DIZENGOFF

SPRING IS IN THE AIR AND ON THE CALENDAR
It is springtime somewhere in the
world, but certainly not in the northeastern
part of the United States. The northeastern
part of the U.S. has become synonymous
with the term Nor’easter (a term that has
come to mean a storm that winds its way
to the eastern coast of the United States
around South or North Carolina and then
makes its way up the coast into New England, wreaking havoc along the way, with
rain, ice, snow and wind). This winter has
been an exceptionally harsh one, with four
Nor’easters in a row. As I write this article
I think and hope that the last of the
Nor’easters have made their way through
and passed out to sea.
With the weather out of the way (I
hope), let’s talk business.
Nothing has changed much with regard
to alleged offenses being caused by Uber
and Lyft drivers. Across the country we
hear about passengers being left on the
highway, and drivers being accused and/or
arrested for sexual assault, drug use, robbery and numerous other offenses. Although Uber’s founder, Travis Kalanick,
has fallen from grace and been replaced as

the CEO of the company by Dara Khosrowshahi there have been very little, if any, improvements in the running of the company.
Uber is still hemorrhaging money and is involved in many questionable dealings.
Along with the many lawsuits that the
company faces, they are also being investigated by more and more regulatory bodies.
With all that the company is facing, its
new CEO has set his sights on driverless
cars and trucks. This, however, may very
well be put on the back burner in light of
the recent Uber accident in Tempe, Arizona, where a woman pedestrian became
the first person killed by an autonomous
vehicle… which just happened to be an
Uber vehicle. The vehicle was reported to
have been traveling at a rate of 40mph
when the incident occurred. Shortly thereafter, Daniel Shane reported in a CNN tech
column that Toyota has become the first
major auto maker to halt tests of autonomous cars. Uber has also put tests of
self-driving cars on hold.
There is also interesting stuff coming
down the pike in New York and New Jersey. Former NYCTLC Chairman, Matthew

W. Daus spoke at NYMTC’s office on
March 27,2018, on Big Data, Autonomous
Mobility and the Law – and in New Jersey
at the Tropicana Hotel, April 17-19, Autonomous Driving is Coming – Will New
Jersey be Ready?
The insurance industry is a part of the
puzzle that is only starting to be explored
regarding driverless cars. The Uber accident in Arizona should play a big part in
decisions that are inevitably made.
There is some interesting news happening in New York State. The State’s Assembly Democrats have submitted a plan to
deal with congestion in New York City,
which calls for adding a congestion fee on
only cabs and for-hire vehicles. This is in
the hopper, so look for more details in future articles.
Please make sure to read the following
TLC NOTICES:
Industry Notice #18-03 deals with a
DMV office opening at the TLC.
Industry Notice #18-04 deals with the
issuing of new Taxi Plates.
WISHING EVERYONE A HAPPY
EASTER AND PASSOVER.

CONFIDENTIAL HELPLINE
If you or someone you know is suffering from depression,
there is a free, confidential helpline called NYC Well that is
always available and accessible in 200 languages. You can
call 1-888-NYCWell, or text “WELL” to 65173. However, if
you are ever in immediate danger of harming yourself or
others, please call 911.
Arabic

Bengali

Chinese

French
Si vous ou l'une de vos connaissances souffrez de dépression, sachez qu'il existe
un service d'aide téléphonique gratuit et anonyme appelé NYC Well disponible
à tout moment en 200 langues. Appelez le 1-888-NYCWell, ou envoyez « WELL
» au 65173. Toutefois, si vous risquez de vous faire mal ou de faire mal aux autres
dans l'immédiat, appelez le 911.

Hindi

Punjabi

Russian

Spanish
Si usted o alguien que usted conozca sufre depresión, existe una línea telefónica
gratuita y confidencial llamada NYC Well que siempre está disponible y accesible en 200 idiomas. Puede llamar al 1-888-NYCWell, o enviar un mensaje de
texto con la palabra “WELL” al 65173. Sin embargo, si existe el riesgo inmediato
de lastimarse o dañar a otros, llame al 911.
Urdu
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NEWS

ANOTHER DRIVER COMMITS SUICIDE
AS NYC INDUSTRY CONTINUES TO SUFFER

Nicanor Ochisor, a yellow cab driver
and medallion owner for almost 30 years,
committed suicide in March, blaming the
advent of Transportation Network Companies in New York City for his financial
ruin. This comes on the heels of three
other driver suicides in the past few
months.
Ochisor, 65, was found in the garage of
his Maspeth, Queens home. According to
authorities, he had backed his home mortgage on his medallion, and planned to use
it to finance his retirement – but his
dreams faded as the value of medallions
plummeted from $1 million to around
$180,000 over the past five years. To make
matters worse, Ochisor had used the
medallion as collateral on his home mortgage, and was going to lose his home, since
his revenue had taken a serious hit in recent years.

“We are deeply distressed to learn that
longstanding medallion operator Nicanor
Ochisor took his own life,” said TLC Chairwoman Meera Joshi. “To all that he has
left behind, his family, friends and his
brothers and sisters in the industry, our
heartfelt condolences – we mourn with
you.”
On February 5, black car driver Douglas Schifter killed himself with a shotgun
outside the gates of City Hall. Another suicide victim, livery driver Danilo Castillo
penned a lengthy suicide note lamenting
the “disastrous” state of the industry on
the back of a TLC summons before leaping
to his death out of his Manhattan apartment window on Dec. 20. A fourth TLC
driver killed himself in February, according to the New York Taxi Workers Alliance. His name was not released.
Source: New York Post

An “Emergency Demonstration” was held March 28 on the steps of City Hall to honor Mr.
Ochisor and the three other drivers who took their own lives over the past few months.
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ALPINE LIMOUSINE SERVICE
The leading choice in the corporate world

Work is waiting for you…

MAKE YOUR
OWN SCHEDULE!
Get paid more
than the average,
don’t work for less.

FIND OUT WHY
EVERY NYC DRIVER
WANTS TO JOIN OUR TEAM
Call 646-558-2055 ext 800
Email: Drivers@AlpineLimousinenyc.com
Scan this QR Code

B01871

For more information, visit us at 9 Brook Ave., Maywood, NJ

www.AlpineLimoNYC.com

follow us:
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NEWS

BROADWAY TO CLOSE APRIL 21 FOR
NYC’S 3RD ANNUAL “CAR-FREE” DAY
Car Free Day will return to New York for the
third consecutive year on Saturday, April 21. Drivers should take note of the date, and the fact that
at least 30 blocks of city streets will be closed to
motor vehicle traffic.
City officials said the main stretch of Car Free
Day street closures will return to Broadway in
lower and Midtown Manhattan. Broadway will be
shut down from Times Square (42nd Street) all
the way down to Union Square (14th Street).
Last year’s Car Free Day also included traffic
shutdowns in five additional sections of Manhattan, the Bronx, Queens and Brooklyn. Additional
closures are expected… so be sure to check traffic
reports.
Five rest stops will be situated along the
Broadway route at Times Square, Herald Square
(34th Street), the Garment District (39th Street),
Flatiron (23rd Street) and Union Square, city officials said. These stops will be home to various
programs that promote advocacy and education
for the issues of climate change and sustainability.
Source: Mid-Town Manhattan Patch

Photo Credit: https://twitter.com/ydanis/media

FHV COMMITTEE BILL
SEEKS TO CREATE
NEW TNC CATEGORY

City Council’s For-Hire Vehicle Committee created a bill, that
if passed, would create a new category inside New York City’s Taxi
and Limousine Commission (TLC) specifically for app-based services. It would also create tighter regulations and charge higher fees
for the Transportation Network Companies (TNCs).
Since entering the NYC market, TNCs like Uber and Lyft have
fallen under the Black Car category at the TLC. Black Car bases
traditionally serviced corporate accounts, and generally faced
lighter regulations than taxis. Industry leaders and regulators are
saying that the TNC business model more closely resembles a Taxi
company than a traditional Black Car base.
Councilman Ruben Diaz Sr., chairman of the FHV Committee
crafted the bill with input from Christopher Lynn, who ran the Taxi
and Limousine Commission during the Giuliani administration.
TNCs in NYC have come under scrutiny as their rapid growth
has contributed to record levels of congestion in Manhattan, while
undermining all other segments of the TLC-regulated industries.
Taxi medallions have plummeted in value and several lenders that
backed them have gone into receivership. There have also been four
suicides by drivers who were struggling to earn a living, in just a
few months’ time.
While taxis are capped by the number of medallions at around
13,500, there are more than 100,000 For-Hire Vehicles on the road
– this includes Black Cars and Liveries. The number has more than
doubled in the past five years, with more than 70,000 drivers working for app-based services.
The FHV Committee bill would reverse the growth of TNCs
through a range of measures, including an annual $2,000 fee on
each vehicle and environmental requirements that mimic those
faced by taxis. Historically, an environmental impact study needed
to be conducted before new taxi medallions could be issued. The bill
also states that ride requests that come into a base would have to
be dispatched to cars working with that specific base – and a base
would be able to have no more than 250 vehicles affiliated with it.
Source: Crain’s New York Business
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ATTENTION LUXURY TLC BASED
VEHICLE OWNER-OPERATORS
BUSY MANHATTAN BASED RATE LUXURY
LIMO CO. IS LOOKING FOR A FEW TOP
OWNER-OPERATORS

For our overflow work. Owners must have a 2013 or newer
luxury vehicle. Your SUV can be GMC, Escalade, Suburban,
Expedition or Navigator. Luxury Sedans
can be BMW 7, Mercedes Benz S550, Cadillac XTS,
Lincoln Continental, MKT or MKS vehicles.
The vehicle MUST be registered with a NYC TLC Luxury
Base and have 1- 1.5 million auto insurance.
We are a growing 45 year old, Luxury First Class Ground
Transportation Company with top Manhattan Based rates.
We are seeking OWNER/OPERATORS who are polished,
seasoned professionals with exemplary experience.
This is NOT for Uber experienced drivers!
This is for very experienced chauffeurs.

We are Not a Black Car Service
- We bill garage times We don't have 'Taxi Cab' flat rates.

CALL FOR AN INTERVIEW APPT.,
CALL MR. CHUCK @ 718-585-6450.

PLEASE ONLY CALL MONDAY THRU FRIDAY FROM
NYC TLC
11 AM – 4 PM.

BASE 00078
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TRAFFIC CAMERAS COULD START TICKETING
“BLOCK THE BOX” VIOLATORS
October with more cops, additional
markings and updated signage at 30
troublesome intersections in Manhattan and 20 outside the borough.
Cuomo’s budget amendments include three other short-term proposals from the Fix NYC report. One
would empower the panel to determine what technology taxis and forhire vehicles should be required to
install so they could be effectively
surcharged under the congestion
pricing plan. Other proposals include
a state review of licensing and oversight of charter, commuter and
tourist buses; and a Fix NYC review
of potential fixes to the city’s parking
placard program, which workers and
officials often abuse.
The governor’s budget did not include a specific congestion pricing
plan, which is likely to become a political flashpoint in Albany.

An amendment to Gov. Andrew
Cuomo’s state budget, submitted in
February, would allow New York City
to test cameras for enforcing so-called
“blocking the box” violations. Lawmakers say the legislation is designed to
reduce congestion in Manhattan.
Cuomo’s Fix NYC panel recommended the program in its January report. It would give the city authority to
install cameras at certain intersections below 60th Street to catch cars
that pull into intersections even when
there’s not room to get across them.
The city already uses such cameras to
ticket drivers for running red lights.
The panel’s report called “blocking
the box” a major driver of traffic congestion but pointed out that NYPD
wrote just 2,544 tickets for it in 2016.
By contrast, more than 194,000 violations were issued for disobeying a red
light or another “traffic control device.”
Mayor Bill de Blasio pledged to
ramp up block-the-box enforcement in

Source: New York City Patch

New Opportunities for Experienced
Independent Operators in NY, NJ and CT
Interested please call 718‐784‐5705
NYC TLC Base License # B00837
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NOW HIRING FOR THE
FOLLOWING POSITIONS!

CHAUFFEURS
DISPATCHERS
CALL CENTER AGENTS

US Headquarters 90 McKee Drive, Mahwah NJ 07430. Apply in person Monday-Friday 9am-4pm.

Call Today to Get Started:
For more info, visit
WWW.FLYTETYMELIMO.COM/CAREER

888-888-LIMO
5 46

6

B02060
B02970
B02426
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NYC’S TECH BOOM CONTINUES TO GROW

Scores of CEOs, engineers, product
managers, marketers and branding experts
are driving a “tech boom” in New York
City, which is now home to thousands of
new companies in dozens of verticals. Some
are startups, others billion-dollar behemoths, but all are aiming to change how
business is done, media is consumed, products are purchased and brands are built.
New York has emerged as the second
headquarters of the tech industry. Tech
firms have provided jobs for tens of thousands of millennial graduates from the nation’s best colleges. The companies are
filling office space as other industries cut
back. Companies announce new deals and
venture capital rounds every day. There
are now 7,500 New York-based tech companies – defined as those whose principal
business is tech and its applications – fueled by $38.4 billion of investment in the
past five years and supported by accelerators, incubators, meet-ups and universities.
The companies employ 120,000 people, 60%
more than a decade ago, according to the
state comptroller.
Despite that momentum, virtually all
local start-ups are losing money, and only
a few have achieved scale. Some of the
biggest brands that launched here have faltered, none has become a household name,
and initial public offerings remain few and
far between.
The first tech boom, in the 1990s, centered on DoubleClick, a software company
that placed advertising on websites. It
went public and its founder, Kevin O’Connor, briefly became a billionaire on his
stock holdings. Hundreds of others
launched, but almost all of them disappeared when the tech bubble burst in 2001.
The second generation of entrepreneurs
jumped back in two years later. Again, they
built companies serving the city’s estab-

lished industries, expanding to online
media and financial tech. The 2008 meltdown inspired other fortune seekers to
make the leap, especially from the newly
tarnished financial sector. In the past five
years, what used to be called Silicon Alley,
a tiny sliver of the city’s economy, has
transformed itself into a thriving ecosystem where founders, engineers, investors
and talent of all kinds are determined to
transform a host of industries.
Consumer tech is particularly strong in
NYC because of the pool of founders who
worked at the previous iteration of e-commerce companies or came up through traditional retail careers. These executives
understand the sector’s mounting challenges and think they have solutions.
While New York’s original tech verticals – fintech, adtech and media – remain
healthy, new frontiers that opened in several big industries are driving optimism,
including health care, real estate and nonprofits.
One of the main reasons that New
York’s tech sector is thriving is because it’s
where the people who work in it want to
live – and they can afford to. The average
salary is $150,000, the state comptroller
says. Engineers make more, and that figure rises quickly for specialists and managers.
Some of the employees come to New
York straight from college, while others
switch careers by training at coding boot
camps like Flatiron and still others come
from Wall Street. East Coast natives and
alumni of East Coast universities who went
west to work in tech are flooding back from
the Bay Area.
New York still sees less than half the
number of deals as the Bay Area, and Wall
Street traders, investment bankers and
hedge fund managers are still making mul-

tiples of product managers’ salaries. Despite that fact, the culture often attracts
engineers who might otherwise have
worked on Wall Street.
Despite the hundreds of startups, the
billions of dollars in venture investment
they have amassed and the tens of thousands of millennials they have attracted to
the city, the tech sector remains a promise
only partially fulfilled in NYC. Venturefunded startups often grow revenue and
head count fast, but they don’t make a
profit. New York dominates online media,
but with the possible exception of Business
Insider, none is profitable. Vice, valued at
almost $6 billion, missed last year’s $805
million revenue target by more than $100
million. It is the same story at BuzzFeed
and the dozens of other verticals that have
established themselves in New York.
Some hope future workers will come
out of New York City public schools and
universities, but the de Blasio administration’s new “computer science for all” initiative amounts to $8 annually per student,
which will not put many on track for a coding job.
The biggest gap between New York and
the Valley are successful IPOs. Companies
whose stocks soar after going public help
create the virtuous cycle that drives a tech
ecosystem. Executives, workers and investors cash in stock options and become
wealthier than they ever expected. They
take that money and use it to finance the
next round of startups and spend on homes
and philanthropy.
By most counts, there are 25 homegrown companies that could launch IPOs
within the next two years. How many people cash out and for how much could shape
the future of the sector – and the city.
Source: Crain’s New York Business

New and Improved

www.BLACKCARNEWS.com
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BEWARE OF CRACK DOWN ON BUS LANE VIOLATIONS
The New York City Department of Transportation (DOT) began
issuing bus lane camera violations along the Q52/Q53 WoodhavenCross Bay Boulevard Select Bus Service (SBS) route in Queens.
Each corridor has signage indicating the hours that the bus lanes
are operable, and that the lanes are camera enforced.
Since violations are issued against the vehicle, not the driver,
points are not deducted from motorists’ licenses. Camera enforcement is also already in effect for the following routes:

• Bx12, along the Fordham Road SBS corridor
• M15, along the First Avenue and Second Avenue SBS corridors
• M34, along the 34th Street SBS corridor
• M60, along the 125th Street SBS corridor
• B44, along the Nostrand Avenue and Rogers Avenue SBS corridor
• S79, along the Hylan Boulevard-Richmond Avenue SBS corridor
• Q44, along the Main Street-Sutphin Boulevard SBS corridor
• Bx41, along the Webster Avenue SBS Corridor
• B46, along Utica Avenue, Broadway and Malcolm X Boulevard
• M23, along the 23rd Street SBS corridor
• Bx6, along 161st and 163rd Streets in the South Bronx

The State authorization allows the expansion of the City’s bus
lane camera program to 16 total routes. Additional camera-enforced routes will be added over time. DOT also works with the
NYPD to enforce bus lanes citywide through traditional methods.
Source: NYC DOT

Photo Credit: Copyright: www.123rf.com/profile_rarrarorro'>rarrarorro / 123RF Stock Photo</a>

INCOME TAX QUESTIONS?

ATTENTION:

BLACK CAR/LIMO/UBER/VIA/LYFT DRIVERS

BLACK CAR INSURANCE
IS OUR SPECIALITY

Paid as an Independent Contractor on a 1099-MISC?
Not sure about tax/accounting requirements for:
Deductions, Leases, Estimated Tax?

Are You Over Paying? Check With Us!!!
FH-1’s Issued Same Day

We shop with multiple carriers*

We know the things your app can’t tell you

Limits of liability: $1 million &
$1.5 million Available

PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SERVICES IN CLARK, NJ

Flexible Payment Options
New Jersey Limousine
Insurance available

Minutes from Newark Airport and Goethals Bridge
Located just off Garden State Parkway Exit 135
Free Parking
We Have Black Car Industry Experience

Black Car • Car Service • Luxury Limo • Taxi

All Federal and State Returns Prepared

Insure your TLC
Corporation with US

Licensed in NY/NJ

FREEDMAN
ACCOUNTING
SERVICES

Accounting, Tax and Advisory Services
in association with

Harvin E. Freedman, MBA

Insurance for Vans & Mini Vans

Certified Public Accountant (NY, NJ)
Certified Fraud Examiner
206 Westfield Avenue
Suite One
Clark, NJ 07066
Tel: 732-574-2100
Fax: 732-574-0544
Toll Free: 1-800-4-TAXMEN
harvin@CPAFreedman.com
www.CPAFreedman.com

Workers’ Compensation
for Ambulettes, Car
Services & Limousines
Home • Auto • Business

INSURE YOUR GREEN TAXI HERE

718-375-9000

Se habla
español

888-TAXI-INSURANCE

A&Y Royal Insurance Brokerage
www.ayroyal.com

2308 Coney Island Avenue
Brooklyn, NY 11223

*Coverage provided through: American Transit Ins. Co., One Metro Tech, Brooklyn, NY 11201; Hereford Ins Co., 36-01 43 Ave, LIC NY 11101;
Global Liberty Ins Co of NY, 68 S. Service Road, Melville, NY 11747; Fiduciary Ins Co of America, 4507 Davis Street, LIC, NY 11101; Maya
Assurance Co., 45-18 Court Square - Suite 502, LIC, NY 11101; Eveready, 59 Maiden Lane, New York, NY 10038.
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NO FEES NO DUES

Consider whether your base can really survive during these very
competitive times? Will they miss another voucher check? Will
they terminate your contract? Are their doors always closed when
you need help most? Are they dispatching you enough calls?

Now consider Tel-A-Car. We’ve never missed a voucher check in
over 25 years. We’ve never terminated a contract because of an
economic downturn. We offer Voucher Payment via Comdata debit
card, a driver friendly base, SUV and Business Class Millennium
Service work, and we'll even help you earn a bonus when you
complete a driver's safety course.

Now the only question left is what are you waiting for?
Call us today at 718-956-9111 to begin your career in a
Black Car service that’s truly accelerating into the future.

Those who qualify can earn
these MILLENNIUM rates:
Local $55 • LGA $60 • JFK $83 • NWK $85
0ARA SU COMODIDAD PREGUNTE POR
NUESTRO REPRESENTANTE EN %SPA×OL

ROCCO
# % 3 ! 2 SACRAMONE
2/$2)'5%:
718-956-9111 ext 3468

KEVIN
+ % 6 ) . CHANG
#(!.'
718-956-9111 ext 3470

718 - 956 - 9111
1440 39TH STREET
BROOKLYN NY 11218
WE OFFER LINE WORK TOO
This advertisement is not an offering. An offering can only be made by prospectus filed with the Department of Law
of New York State. Such filing does not constitute approval by the Department of Law. Base License #BO1197
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MORE BUSINESS TRAVELERS ARE LEAVING CASH BEHIND

Alternative payments are taking
over in the business world, and many
travelers are already comfortable with
touchless payments, invisible payments
and mobile wallets as part of their purchasing habits. The growing popularity
of bleisure – a term used to describe
business travelers who also enjoy leisure
time during their trips – has resulted in
consumer habits infiltrating the corporate travel space. A recent survey of 250
travel decision-makers conducted by
Barclaycard found the following:
• 29% of travel managers say that requests to pay via mobile wallets have
increased over the last year.
• 26% have seen a rise in the number of
travelers who want to book their trips
on a supplier mobile app.
• 37% of travel buyers have seen an increase in the use of virtual cards over
the past five years.
• 49% have noted an increase in the use
of digital or mobile wallets.
• 66% of travel buyers anticipate that the
use of mobile wallets will increase over
the next five years.
• 58% expect to see an uplift in the use of
“invisible payments” – entering card
details once into an app for repeat purchasing – over the same period.

• 30% of decision makers say that widespread acceptance of digital payments
by suppliers will help drive their adoption.
• 43% of travel decision-makers are more
concerned about their level of control
over business travel and entertainment
expenses than they were last year.

Bleisure travel is also becoming commonplace, according to Barclay. Some
94% of decision makers say that their
company allows employees to extend
their business trips, with a few days of
leisure. This shift has generated a few
points of friction. One-third of travel decision-makers surveyed expressed frustration with employees not using
corporate cards for payment, and using
personal accounts instead, which makes
monitoring that expenses stay within
corporate policy more difficult. Additionally, more corporate travelers are booking their trips on mobile apps which may
not be in compliance with the company’s
payment process. The study also finds
that buyers’ payments are declined without a clear reason up to eleven times per
month and suggests that greater flexibility in the way suppliers accept payments might resolve this.
Source: tnooz.com

*Rates are based on creditworthiness.
Credit Union membership eligibility is required.
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Concord Limousine

SEEKING
a Dedicated, Responsible
& Experienced
DISPATCHER
Bring your existing pay check
and we will give you $3 extra
per hour from your existing pay

with a pleasant and
professional
personality for our
Business Class
Division and Regular
Class Division

Experience
with Smart Cab
(sound view
technology)
will be a plus

We offer excellent pay!

DRIVERS WANTED
no dues, no radio fees
Please email resume to:
waheed@concordlimo.com or agarian8@gmail.com

OR CALL

917-882-9100

This advertisement is not an offering. An offering can only be made by prospectus filed first with the Department of Law of New
York State. Such filing does not constitute approval by the Department of Law of the State of New York. Base License # B00628.

URGENT
NEED OF
DISPATCHER
for afternoon
shift 3pm-11pm
We Also Need
a Sales person
with 5 years
experience in
Black car
business
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EMERGENCY

DRIVERS NEEDED
No Car? We can help!

CALL FOR INFORMATION

718-433-1212
— Constantly Stripped Out...

— All Day Long !

TM

— Luxury Jobs Exclusively —

Professional Drivers Wanted

If You Own A 2010 Or Newer Model Town Car, Mercedes, SUV, or Van We Need You !

EARN $500 TO $3,000 PER WEEK

Don’t
Waste Time
On Cheap
Fares !

A Unique Opportunity for Experienced, Professional, Well-Dressed Owner/Operators

48 $HR
HOURLY $
+20% gratuity !
54 HR
$

LOCALS
+20% gratuity !

$

25
$
45

LGA
+20% gratuity !

$

50
$

55

(718) 937-7500

JFK
+20% gratuity !

$

65
$
70

Extension
# 3007

A solid, reputable firm that has not missed a commission payday in 24 years. Base Number B01913.

EWR
+20% gratuity !

20%
Tips
On All
Jobs

$

65
$
70
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NOW HIRING
CHAUFFEURS IN THE
NEW YORK CITY AREA
Apply in person at our Long Island City, Queens location
3100 47th Avenue
3rd Floor • Suite 3100
Long Island City, NY 11101

OR Call Today to Get Started:
For more info, visit
WWW.FLYTETYMELIMO.COM/CAREER

Tuesday through Friday
9:30AM to 4:00PM

888-888-LIMO
5 46

6

Ext 139 or Ext 203

or email resumes directly to Chris.Cooper@AddisonLee.com
This advertisement is not an offering. An offering can only be made by prospectus filed first with the Department of Law of New York State.
Such filing does not constitute approval by the Department of Law of the State of New York. Flyte Line #B02970. Addison Lee # B02426.

Addison Lee Group LTD
Now including:
Mahwah Office
Lorenzo Geroso EXT. 644
90 McKee Drive
Mahwah NJ 07430

Windsor Office
Vince Ford EXT. 23660
92 N. Main St. Bld 7A
Robbinsville, NJ 08561

Philadelphia Office
Vince Ford EXT 27662
438 Seminole St.
Tinicum Twp, PA 19029

Stamford Office
Brian Carlos EXT 24780
18 Elmcroft Rd.
Stamford, CT 09602

NOW OFFERING
Franchises at Low Introductory Rates
Get in While the Prices are Reasonable!

A Division of the Flyte Tyme Transportation Group

Get High Quality Trips

• Earn Big $$$ Every Week — Guaranteed Timely Payment
• Computerized Dispatching Means No Favoritism
• We Service All the Major Car Lines
• Reservation Work 24 Hours Per Day
• We Specialize in Fortune 500 Clients —
Our Clients Include All the Major Brokerage Firms
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BUSINESS TRAVEL TIPS:
SAVING MONEY AND OPTIMIZING YOUR TIME

Expert business travelers know the
ins-and-outs of making the most of each
trip, as quickly and comfortably as possible. The following tips will help save you
money, optimize opportunities and squeeze
a little extra enjoyment out of business
travel.
1. Be loyal to your loyalty programs. It’s
best to do a little research ahead of time to
find the best deals, but the bottom line is,
loyalty pays off, when you are dealing with
airlines and hotels. If you are logging a lot
of miles, a frequent flier program could
help you get upgrades to first class – which
is especially useful on longer flights. Hotels
will often make check-in – one of the least
fun parts of traveling – quicker and easier,
if you are a loyal customer. It’s also easier
to get a late checkout, which can come in
handy, depending on your schedule or
when your flight is leaving. Little things
add up and can make a BIG difference in
the enjoyment of any trip – and it’s ALWAYS good to save money. Bottom line:
Loyal customers get treated better by companies. Don’t you do the same for yours?
2. Have you tried temporary office space?

Airline clubs can be handy, but there are
mobile office companies that have locations
around the world, providing travelers with
an office away from home. You can work on
projects, make phone calls and even meet
with out-of-town clients in a professional
setting… and with privacy. You can also
often plug into a nice fast Internet service,
get administrative support, and have access to office equipment.
3. Get Global Access and TSA Precheck.
Whether you travel out of the country or
domestically, this can be very handy and
allows you to spend a lot less time in security lines. At the very least, you will be able
to get to your gate, and get some work
done, rather than standing in a massive
line with your shoes in your hand… and
let’s face it, NOBODY likes waiting in
lines.
4. Try your best to do carry-on only. If you
can help it, never check luggage. It takes
too long to retrieve and costs extra. Adapt,
pack less and spend a little extra to buy
luggage that allows you to optimize space.
It also helps to learn some useful packing
tips.

A SPRING VEHICLE SAFETY
CHECKLIST TO FOLLOW

Spring recently arrived, which means warmer weather and more hours of daylight. The
non-profit Car Care Council recommends the following steps to make sure your vehicle
is safe and properly maintained, so you don’t experience a breakdown, or that basic preventative maintenance doesn’t turn into costly repairs.

• Check that all interior and exterior lighting is working properly and replace worn
wiper blades, so you can see clearly when driving at night and during spring showers.
• Check your tires, including tire pressure and tread. Underinflated tires reduce a vehicle’s fuel economy and uneven wear indicates a need for wheel alignment. Tires
should also be checked for bulges and bald spots.
• Check filters and fluids, including engine oil, power steering and brake and transmission, as well as windshield washer solvent and antifreeze/coolant. Dirty air filters
can waste gas and cause the engine to lose power.
• Check hoses and belts, and replace them if they become loose, cracked, brittle, frayed
or show signs of excessive wear. They are critical to the proper functioning of your
electrical, air conditioning, power steering and cooling systems. Why risk having an
inexpensive belt cause a breakdown during a shift.
• Check your brake system. Outside of the obvious safety issues, a small problem can
pretty rapidly turn into an expensive nightmare.
• Make sure your battery connection is clean, tight and corrosion-free.

You should also check to see if there is a defect or recall on your vehicle at the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) website: nhtsa.gov/recalls. You will
need your VIN number. Watch a step-by-step video on how to locate your VIN and find
out more about how recalls work.
Source: www.carcare.org

5. Have a data plan. If you’re like a lot of
people, you are online all the time – and
slow Internet is painful and prevents you
from making the most of your time. If need
be, pay a little extra for a better, faster
data plan. It will quickly pay for itself if
you spend a lot of time on the road. There
are also generally fewer security issues
than public wifi.
6. Keep a spare battery on hand. Even if
you keep the screen brightness on a superlow setting, batteries always seem to run
out faster than expected – and at the worst
possible time. Fork over the extra money,
buy a backup and keep it charged and at
the ready. You can often get an extra 4-6
hours of work time on your laptop – plus,
you can plug in your phone, too.
7. Buy a good pair of headphones. You
will be glad you heeded this advice the next
time you’re sitting next to some guy on a
plane who wants to tell you his life story…
and all you want is some peace, a little
time to unclutter your brain and some of
your favorite music to soothe your soul.
Source: Huffington Post
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COMMISSIONER’S CORNER
By Meera Joshi
Black car driver helps 19th precinct make arrest
We were happy to learn that a black car driver helped the 19th
precinct arrest a suspect for stealing checks from a Manhattan
mailbox. Michael Morgan was
working early Monday, March 12,
when he spotted two men acting
suspiciously on East 90th Street
and Lexington Avenue. He alerted
the police department, and midnight patrol officers from the 19th
precinct were able to quickly make
an arrest. The suspect allegedly
had in his possession almost $850
in checks that were not addressed
to him.
Thank you, Mr. Morgan, for
staying vigilant and looking out for
your fellow New Yorkers! It was
our pleasure to honor you at our March Commission Meeting with
our colleagues from the 19th precinct. The care you took to alert
the police likely helped many people from becoming crime victims.
Taxi driver to the rescue
The TLC receives many compliments from passengers about
drivers who provide exceptional customer service, with some just
stopping short of moving Heaven and Earth to return a lost passport, wedding ring or phone. I frequently send commendation letters to these drivers, and we have begun honoring them as well
for their customer service achievements at our annual Safety
Honor Roll.
One story I would like to share is that of taxi driver Gabriella
Prigoreanu. We recently learned from Senator Kirsten Gillibrand’s office that one of her staff members, Geri Shapiro, had recently forgotten her purse in a taxicab.

“I was stunned, nothing like this had ever happened to me. As
I was walking on 55th Street, a cab stopped, [and] my female cab
driver got out. She had been driving around looking for me. She
had picked up a young male passenger who saw my bright colored
bag,” Geri wrote to the TLC. “The passenger got out with the bag
and said he would look for me on foot while the driver drove
around. A miracle happened when she spotted him at least half a
block away; she shouted that she had found me and he ran over
to us and returned the bag.”
This wonderful story illustrates how kind New Yorkers can be
in general, as well as the kindness of our driver licensees in particular. It makes us proud to be New Yorkers, and we were gratified to honor both Ms. Prigoreanu and Mr. Morgan as well at our
most recent Commission Meeting.

24/7

Flexible fare pilot resolution
The Commission also considered last month a resolution for a
pilot program that would allow apps to quote an upfront fare for
passengers who request a taxicab
through a smartphone. TLC rules
have required that passengers be
charged the metered rate of fare for
all trips in taxis while passengers
who use an app to request a for-hire
vehicle trip are typically given a fare
estimate before they step into the
vehicle. Given the popularity of upfront pricing among for-hire vehicle
passengers, the TLC wants to test if
passengers who book taxi trips
through an app prefer upfront pricing.
The flexible fare pilot will be
fully-voluntary, and companies can participate if they have an ehail license. (You can learn all about E-Hail Licenses here:
http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/technology/e_hail_application.s
html). These companies would then determine their own rates of
fare, and report their pricing structure to the TLC. The pilot will
not apply to street hails, which will still be metered and continue
to follow the established taxicab rates of fare. We look forward to
seeing the outcome of the pilot, and hearing feedback from drivers
and passengers on upfront pricing.
Until next time… drive like your family lives here!

Reliable Luxury Car & Limousine
is looking for PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS
with late-model vehicles.

We accept: Cadillac XTS, Lincoln MKT, Suburban,
Mercedes E-Class and other luxury vehicles.

Earn over $2,000 Weekly
No radio FEES!
•
Interested ONLY in serious drivers
that carry the $1,000,000 policy!
•
No experience? We will train you.
Also Looking for an Experienced Salesman

Newark Airport • BLDG # 349
100 Lindbergh Rd. • Newark, NJ 07114
Ph. 973-642-2886 • Fax. 973-623-2886
www.newarkairportcarwash.com

Call TODAY:
212 204-8589
or 212 256-1770
#B02992

Ask about our
$500 BONUS

152-53 10th Avenue • Whitestone NY 11357
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DRIVERS UNITED

BY JIM CONIGLIARO JR

UBER AND LYFT DRIVERS PETITION NYC
FOR A RIDE-HAIL PAY RAISE

Formal Rulemaking Petition Requires City to Decide in 60 Days
After years of pay cuts and exploitation, New York City’s
ride-hail drivers can’t make ends meet and many are making
less than minimum wage after expenses. That’s why on March
20th, the Independent Drivers Guild (IDG) formally petitioned
New York City to enact a livable minimum pay rate for appbased for-hire vehicle drivers. Our proposed rule would require
apps to increase driver pay by at least 37% over the current rates
paid by Uber and Lyft. A pay raise would allow drivers to make
a living wage in shorter shifts, so there would be fewer Uber
drivers on the streets. This will help reduce congestion and make
it easier for all For-Hire vehicle drivers (taxi, black car and livery) to make a living.
We are optimistic that this is something drivers can win – if
we work together. Last year, IDG members petitioned for and
won a New York City law and a TLC rule which forced Uber and
Via to add a tipping option to their apps. In that petition, the
IDG noted that further protections were needed to ensure drivers could maintain a dignified living. The Commission responded
in agreement that rules are needed to ensure that Drivers earn

a livable wage.
According to city rules, the city’s Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) must approve or reject the proposed rule by May
21st. At a time when New York politicians are debating expensive new taxes on for-hire vehicle trips, it is particularly important that driver pay be protected. More than 15,000 drivers have
signed on in support of the Guild’s petition and we hope you will
join us in calling on the city to act. The IDG will continue its
campaign for these pay protections by launching calls and emails
to the TLC, as well as promoting the cause with flyers and ads.
To join the fight, text PAY to 64336.
The proposed rule would also require drivers be paid for return trips (known as “deadhead pay”) on trips that take drivers
out of the city and cap rider app fees at 20% to prevent price
gouging in the industry. A 20% fee is the fee that riders and drivers originally agreed to, but the apps violated those agreements
for months and are now charging some riders more than double
what they pay drivers, and it must be stopped.
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Finally, the Guild is calling for a cap on new TLC-licensed drivers. The rapid growth in the number of TLC drivers has outpaced
demand, forcing drivers to work longer and longer shifts and increasing unpaid downtime between fares. A cap on vehicles would
increase costs for drivers, but a cap on new TLC drivers would
make drivers more valuable. It would help drivers make a living
in shorter shifts by reducing the number of drivers on the road,
while also giving bases an incentive to compete for drivers (with
better pay, policies or apps).
New York has a long history of standing up for working families
and must not allow our city’s 100,000 drivers to be taken advantage
of. We are calling on the city to enact a livable minimum pay rate
for app-based drivers. We cannot allow multi-billion-dollar corporations to profit off the labor of New York workers without paying
them a fair rate.

Wants to Expand its Readership!
Are there any locations in NYC
where you would like us to deliver the paper?

• Car Washes
• Restaurants
• Gas Stations
• Repair Shops
• Bases
• Etc…

If it's a place in NYC where drivers
congregate or visit regularly, we are
happy to deliver bundles FREE of charge.

Jim Conigliaro Jr is the founder of the Independent Drivers Guild, a Machinists Union affiliate representing more than 60,000 app-based drivers.
We’re Uber, Lyft, Juno, Via workers united for a fair industry. Drivers who
wish to learn more about the IDG can visit DrivingGuild.org or text
DRIVE to 64336 to learn more (msg and data rates may apply).

Email us at neil@blackcarnews.com with
recommendations and we will do our best to
have the paper delivered there every month.
Please include the name of the business, the
address (full address, if possible – but as
much info as you have otherwise) and a
contact phone number (if possible).

OWNED & OPERATED
BY THE

GREENBAUM FAMILY
FOR OVER 50 YEARS

Register at: www.PearlandNY.com
“Because Life is Too Short To Waste Time and Lose $”

}

SAVE TIME & $ by
Using Your Cell Phone,
Tablet, or Computer to:
EMAIL US at
Help@PearlandNY.com

MANHATTAN
4861 Broadway
@204 St., NY, NY 10034
(212) 567-4100

BROOKLYN 1
1043 Coney Isl. Ave
Brooklyn, NY 11230
(718) 421-6677

• View your current bill
• Pay by credit or debit card
• Pay by E-check/ACH for FREE!
• Request Policy Changes to Change Drivers or
Change Address, etc.
• View your documents
• Even set up recurring payments

BROOKLYN 2
1446 39th Street
Brooklyn, NY 11218
(718) 853-0002

BRONX
805 Melrose Ave
Bronx, NY 10451
(718) 665-4750

FLUSHING
135-23 Northern Blvd
Flushing, NY 11354
(718) 888-9555

MAIN OFFICE: 36-01 43rd Ave., Long Island City • 718-361-0033
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41-24 38th Street
Long Island City, NY 11101

VITAL
VI
VITA
VIT

Vital Transportation Inc.

Base
License
#B00789

Tired of running around for App Companies making $8 per ride?
Tired of running your car into the ground just to break even?
Tired of being treated like you're just a
car number, and not getting the respect you deserve?

Leave
Leave your
your worries
worries behind!
behind!

WELCOME TO
VITAL TRANSPORTATION
LOOKING FOR
PROFESSIONAL
DRIVERS WITH
LATE MODEL CARS

• More than 35 years in business
• Never missed a paycheck
• Plenty of Out-of-Town work
• Long standing customer relationships

CALL

• No Favoritism
• Financing for Vehicles

718-472-2500

Ext. 3010
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DEFENSIVE DRIVING

BY BERTRAM MERLING
LOSS CONTROL COORDINATOR,
HEREFORD INSURANCE COMPANY

SPRING BRINGS APRIL SHOWERS,
PLUS MORE PEDESTRIANS AND BICYCLISTS

As Spring arrives and the weather
warms, you can expect rain storms, along
with more pedestrians and bicycles on city
streets. The following tips will help you
avoid accidents and stay safe.

Beware of Hydroplaning
Hydroplaning is a dangerous phenomenon that occurs when water gets between
your tires and the road. You will feel your
car gliding and experience a loss of control. If that happens, please do the following:
• Get a good grip on your steering wheel.
• Take your foot off the gas pedal.
• Do not step on the brake pedal, let the
car slow down by itself. This will prevent skidding and help you regain control of your vehicle.
• New York State Law requires headlights in all inclement weather.
• Always adjust your speed according to
road and weather conditions. Slow
down.
• Maintain more distance between you

and other vehicles in the rain. You
need more space and time to be able to
safely stop on a wet, slippery road.
• When it rains, it’s important to drive
more carefully. Move slowly and deliberately.
• Be extra cautious on bridges and exit
ramps.

Bicycle Accidents
• Always be prepared to take defensive,
evasive actions if you see a bicyclist.
• The law says that bicyclists are supposed to obey the same traffic laws as
motorists, but it doesn’t mean that
they do. Bicyclists are notorious for
running red lights, ignoring stop signs,
traveling the wrong way on one-way
streets, making sudden unsafe turns
and unsafely passing vehicles on the
right, among other things.
• Respect bike lanes and a bicyclist’s
right to the same streets you travel on.
• Always check your side-view mirrors
prior to loading or unloading a passen-

ger. Bicyclists often attempt to pass
cars in a narrow lane.
• For-hire vehicles and medallion taxis
are often targeted for fraudulent
claims by bicyclists.
• Always call the police and make a report if you are involved in an incident
or an accident with a bicyclist. Do not
leave the scene or you can be arrested
for leaving the scene of an accident,
even if you know that your vehicle did
not make contact with the bicyclist.
• If you are involved in an accident with
a bicyclist working as a delivery person, obtain the name of the bicyclist’s
employer for your insurance company.

Motorcycle Accidents
• An accident between a motorcycle and
a motor vehicle can result in a serious,
or even a fatal injury for the motorcyclist. Always try to be courteous to motorcyclists.
• Motorcycles can often be heard from a
distance, giving you a warning that
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one may be approaching.
• Like bicyclists, motorcycles often attempt to squeeze through narrow
spaces and make unsafe moves to
avoid stopping for red lights.
• Use EXTRA caution in inclement
weather as a motorcyclist’s vision
will be impaired.
• Use extra caution when roads are
slippery.
• Do not let an unsafe act by a motorcyclist trigger a road rage incident.
Let a motorcycle pass you, even if
they appear to be driving unsafely.
• Always anticipate that a motorcyclist
may jump in a different direction
than the motorcycle is heading in the
event of an accident.
• Keep a safe distance from motorcy-

cles on highways, as they often travel
at a high speed.
• Never assume that a motorcyclist will
cooperate when you need to suddenly
change lanes to respond to a street
hail. Motorcyclists have many other
things to focus on and may not realize
the motives for such actions.
Parade and Street Fair Season
• As the weather warms, there will be
more parades and street fairs. Always read newspapers and make note
of parade routes and street closings
before your shift begins. Predetermine alternate routes that will help
you avoid getting stuck in traffic.
• Always explain to your passengers
why you are choosing alternate

routes.
• If the stress of working on parade
days is too stressful, consider working at times when there are no parades or street fairs.
• Always keep your temper in check so
that you do not succumb to road rage
during the times you are stuck in
heavy traffic.
• Parades and street fairs bring many
tourists to New York City. Be courteous to out-of-state drivers and assist
them whenever possible. After they
park their vehicle they may become
your next passenger.
• Parades and street fairs mean more
pedestrians. ALL vehicles must yield
to ALL pedestrians at ALL times,
under any circumstance.

Bertram Merling is the Loss Control Coordinator for Hereford Insurance Company.
He welcomes your questions and comments, and can be reached at 718.361.9191 ext.
7235, or via email at bmerling@herefordinsurance.com

“LIKE” BLACK CAR NEWS
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IF YOU ARE NOT GETTING THESE RATES
THEN JOIN US AND INCREASE YOUR PAY!

IF YOU ARE WORKING FOR AN APP COMPANY
YOU CAN WORK PART TIME WITH US

$15 Rush Hour fee between 2-6 pm

OTHER
BENEFITS:

•
•
•
•

Personal Loans
Credit Union Loans
Automatic Deductions For Personal Expenses
One Of The Strongest Franchises In The Industry

No appointment necessary!
Free parking in our lot @ 718 3rd Ave., Bklyn NY 11232
We sell and finance cars on site
REGARDLESS OF YOUR CREDIT
7.5% APR. with a small down payment
• Must have at least ’13 vehicle & TLC License •

212.629.8833

• Vinnie ext 3224
• Felix ext 3009

This advertisement is not an offering. An offering can only be made by prospectus filed with the
Department of Law of the State of New York. Such filing does not constitute approval by the Department of Law.
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Welcome

Windels Marx Welcomes Two
New Staff Members to the Firm’s
Transportation Practice Group

Windels Marx Transportation Practice Group Chair and Partner, Matthew W. Daus, is proud to
announce the addition of two new members to the firm’s Transportation Practice Group: Breanne
Injeski, Special Counsel and Jean A. Occhiogrosso, Associate.
156 West 56th Street,
New York, NY 10019
www.windelsmarx.com
212-237-1106
mdaus@windelsmarx.com

Breanne Injeski,
Special Counsel

Jean A. Occhiogrosso,
Associate

Ms. Injeski, the former Deputy General Counsel for the NYC Comptroller’s Office, has experience in both the public and private
sectors, including municipal and administrative law; government affairs and ethics; regulatory
compliance;
due
diligence
investigations; environmental law; telecommunications regulation; intellectual property
(trademark and copyright); Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration compliance;
labor and employment law (including EEO investigations and employee discipline); and providing compliance training
for employees.

Ms. Occhiogrosso is a former Prosecuting Attorney and Team Leader at the NYC Taxi and
Limousine Commission (TLC). At the TLC,
she handled a significant administrative hearing caseload before the NYC Office of Administrative Trials and Hearings (OATH), and has
extensive experience in understanding, interpreting and applying transportation rules and
regulations. Also, after leaving NYC TLC,
Jean for the last few years has acquired extensive litigation experience in foreclosure, bankruptcy and commercial litigation matters. She appeared in court often
representing private clients on a wide variety of civil matters and all aspects
of litigation, including pre-trial discovery, motion practice, drafting appellate briefs, and settlement negotiations. You can view her full CV here:
http://bit.do/JeanOcchiogrosso

“We are excited to welcome Bre to our Transportation Practice Group,
where her years of diverse legal experience in both the public and private
sector will be of tremendous value to our clients,” explained Mr. Daus.
Prior to joining the firm, Bre served as Deputy General Counsel, Ethics Officer & Disciplinary Trial Advocate for the Office of the New York City
Comptroller. She also worked for the NYC Conflicts of Interest Board as
an Enforcement Attorney and was promoted to help oversee the enforcement program. Bre is a member of the Committee on Professional Ethics
of the New York City Bar Association and regularly speaks and writes on
legal issues involving conflicts of interest and ethics in government, with
articles appearing in The Chief-Leader, the NY State Bar Association Journal, and a textbook on NYC’s conflicts of interest law. She has been a regular presenter at the Annual Citywide Seminar on Ethics in New York City
Government. Her full CV bio can be viewed here: http://bit.do/BreanneInjeski

“Jean brings to our transportation team recent prosecutorial and regulatory
experience at the NYC TLC, as well as private sector commercial and litigation skills that will support the needs of our client base,” noted Mr. Daus.
“She is ready to immediately interact and represent our clients before the
TLC, in court proceedings, and to counsel our broad client base on a wide
variety of matters.”
“I am honored and enthusiastic about joining such an innovative and results-oriented team at Windels Marx, where my interests in transportation
technology, litigation and regulation will fit well and my skills will flourish,”
Jean said.

“I am honored to join such a well-respected law firm and transportation
practice, which is recognized locally and internationally for delivering results," said Bre. "I look forward to bringing my skills and experience to the
transportation team, where I will work on a wide range of matters, from litigation, to regulatory, technology, employment, procurement, administrative law and banking/finance.”

About Windels Marx
With offices in New York, NY, New Brunswick, NJ, Madison, NJ, and
Stamford, CT, Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP is a full-service law
firm formed in the mid-nineteenth century. Today, we represent domestic
and international clients in the banking and financial institutions, energy
and environmental, government and tribal interests, healthcare, hospitality,
insurance, manufacturing, real estate, technology and intellectual property
and transportation industries.

About Transportation
We are dedicated to serving ground transportation and related businesses.
We counsel companies of all sizes on a broad range of transportation matters, including regulatory compliance, strategic planning, administrative
law, and public policy throughout the United States and internationally.
We also work with government regulators – both domestic and foreign –
that seek our assistance in improving their transportation services or re-engineering their systems and infrastructure.

Disclaimer: In some jurisdictions, this material may be deemed as attorney advertising. Past results do not guarantee future outcomes. Possession of this material does not constitute an attorney / client relationship. Copywright © 2018 Windels Marx Lane & Mittendorf, LLP, All rights reserved.
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IATR OUTLOOK

By Professor Matthew W. Daus, Esq.

IS A FOR-HIRE VEHICLE CAP BY THE NYC COUNCIL

AROUND THE CORNER?

There are some big changes at the New
York City Council this year! Corey Johnson,
the new Speaker of the Council, created the
Committee on For-Hire Vehicles to oversee
the New York City Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC), which was previously under
the purview of the Committee on Transportation. Newly-elected Council Member and former New York State Senator Ruben Diaz, Sr.
was tapped to chair the new committee, and
former TLC Commissioner/Chair Christopher
Lynn has been brought on to serve as its counsel.
The committee held its first public oversight hearing on TLC enforcement practices
in the wake of the tragic events of February 5,
2018, when longtime New York City Black
Car driver Douglas Schifter committed suicide
outside City Hall. Mr. Schifter’s suicide note
that he posted on Facebook highlighted his
grievances with the current state of the forhire vehicle industry, which he called a raceto-the-bottom due to the proliferation of
licensed vehicles.
Given the recent suicides of Mr. Schifter
and two other TLC drivers, and the fact that
this was the first hearing of the new oversight
committee, I chose to return to the City Council to testify for the first time since leaving
TLC eight years ago. A full video of the hearing is available on the Council’s website, and
my testimony starts at 03:09:25: https://councilnyc.viebit.com/player.php?hash=a987XLI6
PQZu
Council Member Diaz began the FHV
Committee hearing by referencing Mr.
Schifter’s death and expressing frustration
that current TLC regulations, which allowed
the unchecked growth of Uber, could lead to
such a tragedy. Meera Joshi, New York City
TLC Commissioner/Chair, testified first, call-

ing for expanding access to mental health
screening and services following Mr. Schifter’s
suicide – a call that has been echoed outside
the hearing. Ira Goldstein of the Black Car Assistance Corporation recently announced that
the BCAC is working with the Independent
Drivers Guild to develop a class for drivers
dealing with mental health problems and financial issues.
Placing a cap on the number of for-hire
Uber vehicles operating in NYC was a frequent subject of testimony and questioning
throughout the three-hour hearing on TLC enforcement practices and related issues. Uber
entered the NYC market in May 2011, and its
impact was heavily felt by the taxi industry in
the following years. Between 2013 and 2017,
the average independent medallion price
dropped by roughly 70%, from $959,737
($1,160,500 for corporate) to $301,773
($384,467 for corporate). See Figure 1
The precipitous drop in medallion prices,
after a period of unprecedented and steady
growth since the 1940s, stemmed from a
steady and gradual decline in taxi ridership
and fares. In 2013, the average monthly number of trips was 14,428,020, while in 2017 that
number was 9,457,637, a 34% decline. In early
2017, the number of rides originating with
Uber, Lyft, and other app-based companies
has surpassed taxi rides, so it is no surprise
that there are a record number of medallions
in storage (approximately 1,000). The average
monthly farebox revenue in 2013 was about
$193,500,000, and that fell 29% to
$137,200,000 in 2017. Also, the number of licensed for-hire vehicles (FHVs) affiliated with
Uber’s numerous bases is at a record number
of 69,181 (not including FHVs affiliated with
other bases using the Uber app), while the
total number of taxis is still capped at 13,587.

Figure 1. Annual Medallion Average Prices, 1947-2017

See Figure 2:
At the hearing, Council Member Brad
Lander of Brooklyn asked whether the TLC
was considering placing a cap on the number
of for-hire vehicles in New York City. Commissioner Joshi responded that the TLC is currently considering a “growth control
mechanism” and mentioned that the TLC recommended such a cap several years ago, but
the City Council declined to proceed with it.
That cap effort collapsed after a large lobbying
effort by Uber and a “For-Hire Vehicle Transportation Study,” authored by McKinsey &
Company, with the help of sub-consultant
Bruce Schaller, that “found” construction and
emergency road repairs – not the influx of
Uber drivers – were significantly contributing
to the congestion in the Central Business District (CBD) of Manhattan. Council Member
Ydanis Rodriguez of Manhattan, Chair of the
Transportation Committee (which formerly
had jurisdiction over the TLC and NYC’s taxis
and for-hire vehicles), expressed his support
for a moratorium on TLC issuing new for-hire
vehicle licenses.
TLC’s enforcement of illegal-street hails
and unlicensed drivers also elicited testimony
and questioning. Commissioner Joshi condemned the recent attack by livery drivers on
TLC inspectors who had stopped an unlicensed driver after seeing him illegally pick
up a street hail in the Bronx. Council Member
Diaz, who represents a district in the Bronx,
questioned Commissioner Joshi about what
he perceived as a lack of TLC enforcement
against illegal-street hails in his borough.
Council Member Daneek Miller, who represents Southeast Queens, voiced concern regarding the dangers of unlicensed commuter
vans and also questioned whether the TLC
was engaging in “selective enforcement,” stat-

Figure 2. Number of Vehicles, 2015-2018

ing that he has not seen any enforcement against unlicensed commuter
vans in Southeast Queens.
Former New York City Human Rights Commissioner, Patricia
Gatling, testified about the dangers facing the commuter van industry.
Commissioner Gatling focused on the TLC’s inability to effectively enforce against unlicensed van operators due to its lack of enforcement
power over vehicles transporting 20 or more passengers. Commissioner
Gatling also spoke about the predatory insurance practices of the New
York Automobile Insurance Plan and the lack of uniform vehicle markings in the commuter van industry. Testifying on behalf of the licensed
commuter van industry, Commissioner Gatling opined that all of these
factors led to a “wild west” environment at the locations where licensed
commuter vans provide much needed service for New Yorkers with limited access to public transit.
Congress Member Adriano Espaillat testified and created a stir by
calling for a complete dismantling of the TLC to replace it with a new
agency. He also called for a cap on the number of for-hire vehicle bases
and drivers and announced that he would be calling for a U.S. Department of Justice investigation into TLC selective enforcement and “entrapment” procedures.
I wanted to testify at the hearing to highlight the serious problems
of surge pricing and unchecked growth in the industry. Douglas
Schifter took his life on February 5, the same day as the 1934 New York
taxi riots. These two events – eerily occurring 84 years apart to the day
– both happened at a time when the industry was experiencing an oversupply of vehicles contributing to economic hardship for drivers. I outlined a three-point plan to set the industry on the right track for
improvement. First, there needs to be a growth limitation (or cap) on
the number of new vehicles that can affiliate with bases under common
ownership that have more than 10,000 cars (or another excessive number identified by the Council). Applying a cap to mega-bases, such as
Uber only, address the problem head-on and will not adversely impact
small and mid-size base business owners of diverse communities that
are already suffering, along with their drivers, due to Uber’s unprecedented growth. The corporate responsibility that comes with well-financed companies like Uber and Lyft, should require that a higher
regulatory burden be imposed to demonstrate that drivers are earning
a “living wage” (which was accomplished by Mayor Bloomberg’s administration in 2004 for taxi drivers), and that any traffic congestion impacts are identified, measured and mitigated through environmental
assessments and impact studies.
Second, surge pricing during rush hour encourages drivers to come
out on the road during the worst time possible and should be banned
unless rides are being shared. This would help relieve congestion by
making better use of the cars that are on the road. Finally, enforcement
priority must be focused on unlicensed for-hire drivers. The Council
should enact a “one strike and you’re out” law to confiscate or forfeit
their vehicles, if the vehicle owners and/or drivers are convicted of operating an unlicensed vehicle for hire. The City also needs to increase
enforcement efforts and enlist the help of other law enforcement offices,
including the NYPD at precinct levels and New York State Police.
Since the hearing, Council Member Diaz and committee counsel
Chris Lynn have begun drafting legislation to address the unchecked
growth that app-based for-hire vehicle companies have caused in the
industry. The proposed legislation, which has not been formally released as of this writing, is expected to create a new, separate category
of for-hire vehicle service for so-called “app-based for-hire services.”
Under the proposed law, persons or businesses operating an app-based
for-hire service would have to be licensed and pay an annual fee of
$20,000 plus $2,000 for every vehicle affiliated with the service. Both
the TLC and the City Council would be required to approve each additional license application, much like the approval process for the livery
industry. License applicants would need to submit a detailed business
plan that demonstrates a need for the service – that is, each vehicle
would make, on average, at least 10 trips per day. App-based companies
must have actual bases for every 1,000 vehicles and these must be
equally dispersed throughout the City. Companies would also need to
show that their service will not adversely impact traffic, congestion, or
quality of life in New York City. As the bill draft indicates, the service
would need to provide a “detailed description of all commissions, lease
fees, and other charges or proposed charges” to vehicle owners or drivers. This description would need to include an hourly estimate of drivers’ earnings. As an additional license requirement, at least 25% of
affiliated vehicles would need to be wheelchair-accessible.
In addition to the proposal by Council Member Diaz, Council Member Stephen Levin has introduced a bill that would drastically reduce
the number of for-hire vehicle licenses that can be issued. Under the
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proposed legislation, for-hire licensed bases with more than 500 affiliated vehicles would be able to affiliate with new vehicles equaling up
to 1% of their current affiliated vehicles. Bases with between 20 and
499 vehicles would be able to affiliate with new vehicles equaling up to
5% of their current affiliated vehicles. Lastly, bases with fewer than 19
vehicles would be able to affiliate with new vehicles equaling up to 15%
of their current affiliated vehicles. If enacted, this restriction would be
in place until either August 31, 2019, or until the TLC completes a
study on the “impact of growth in the taxicab and for-hire vehicle industries,” whichever comes sooner.
Moreover, Mayor Bill de Blasio has signaled that he may be ready
to take up his fight against Uber again. In January, the Mayor appeared on The Brian Lehrer Show to discuss congestion pricing and the
impact of ride hailing services like Uber and Lyft. The Mayor did not
mince words, saying Uber “clearly has contributed to the congestion
problem in New York City” and that it is “abundantly clear” that the
company has been “very exploitative” and “very unfair.” While City
Hall’s precise action seems to depend on what – if anything – Albany
does to address the congestion problem, the Mayor conceded that the
city needs to overhaul its current approach to regulating the for-hire
vehicle sector and figure out how to reduce the number of empty Uber
vehicles on the streets.
The death of career driver Douglas Schifter may be the catalyst for
changes that did not happen a few years ago with the congestion plan.
It is so very sad that this problem has gotten so out of hand that drivers
would actually take their own lives. Suicide is never an answer, and
instead, drivers should take to the streets and call their legislators to
take action to ensure Mr. Schifter’s passing and plight was not in vain.
It is certainly obvious that, with the average vehicle speed in Midtown
now less than 5 mph, something needs to be done. It is unknown what
the final proposed legislation will contain, if it passes at all, as industry
stakeholders have likely already begun their lobbying efforts.

Professor Matthew W. Daus, Esq. is President, International Association of Transportation
Regulators; Distinguished Lecturer, University Transportation Research Center, Region 2;
and Partner and Chairman, Windels Marx Transportation Practice Group.

Pike, Tuch & Cohen LLP
Attorneys at Law
1921 Bellmore Avenue
Bellmore, NY 11710

Roberta C. Pike
Kenneth R. Tuch
Laurence I. Cohen

Effective Management-Side Representation
to the Ground Transportation Industry
SPECIALIZING IN

Litigation and Administrative Proceedings,
Contract and Transactional Matters,
Regulatory Issues, and General
Business and Corporate Law

Tel: 516-783-0062
Fax: 516-783-0082
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No appointment or car necessary, but if you do have
a 2011 or newer model car please call Patricio to
see if your vehicle is acceptable.
Come see and talk to us.
Find out how you can become part of our family.
Where you can exceed your expectations.
For further information call Patricio Martinez
(718) 482-8585 Extension 3233.
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It’s Insurance Renewal Season…

210 E 43rd Street
New York, NY 10017

Call Someone Who Knows Your Business

Cassar Insurance
Services LLC

Specializing in TLC Insurance
for TNCs (like Uber, Lyft, Via & Gett),
as well as Black Cars, Liveries, Limos & Shuttles

• Liability limits up to $5 Million
• Request endorsements, do your renewal, request a new
policy or make payments online (www.cassarinsurance.com)
– no office visits necessary
• Reduce stress with Auto Pay – set up recurring payments
quickly and easily
• Multiple payment plans available
• DMV processing service also available, upon request

The Ultimate in TLC Driver Training
A NYC TLC Authorized
Full Service Training Provider
718-705 - 1111
info@vtginstitute.com • www.VTGinstitute.com

Contact Us Today!
718-285-0233
angie@cassarinsurance.com
We represent multiple top insurance carriers,
so we can shop and get you the best price possible.
2312 Steinway Street • Astoria, NY 11105

CHECK OUT OUR NEW SITE!

WWW.BLACKCARNEWS.COM

Embarque, the cutting-edge chauffeured service from Carey is looking for
experienced, qualified, and professional drivers. Full-time & part-time
employees needed in New York, Northern New Jersey and Connecticut.

If interested, please call 718-784-5706
Employment is contingent on acceptable results of pre-employment drug and alcohol testing and background screening. Embarque is an equal opportunity employer.
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STREET STORIES

BY RH STOVALL, JR.

TOO FAST, TOO CLOSE

I have been driving professionally for
Royal Coachman Worldwide since October
2013. I enjoy this profession more than my
previous one in medical advertising from
1987-2012. However, there are daily perils
associated with driving that make this profession challenging: knuckleheads behind
the wheel!
I spend between 8 and 12 hours behind
the wheel every day – just like my brothers
and sisters in this same honorable profession. Every day, I see horrible crashes,
near misses and hear the dreaded words
“police investigation” fatal crash come over
880 or 1010 traffic reports on my car radio.
With the exception of the “3 Ds” (Distracted, Drowsy and Drunk driving), the
most common cause of crashes, I believe,
based on my experience, is cars that drive
too fast and close to the car(s) in front of
them. So many drivers appear to be so
reckless on the road that they certainly
won't be “wreckless” very long!
I’ve seen trucks roll over right in front
of me coming off the Garden State Parkway on to Route 78 Westbound because it
took the turn too fast and hard. I narrowly

avoided a messy crash! In instances like
that, the term “accident” no longer applies
because they could have been avoided, if
only the driver had slowed down! The
widely accepted and used term is “crash,”
because that’s what happens when people
drive too fast and too close!
My “road rules” include staying within
five miles per hour of the speed limit and
leaving at least two car lengths between
me and the car in front of me. I have been
able to avoid crashes by practicing these
two good driving habits. If we all just slow
down and leave enough space to maneuver
our cars, we might see less crashes on the
road, and we’ll all still arrive alive at our
intended destinations; not the hospital or
the morgue!

RH Stovall, Jr., is a Senior Executive Chauffeur,
Trainer and Mentor for Royal Coachman Worldwide,
based in Denville, NJ. He can be reached
at rhstovalljr@gmail.com or
call / text him at 908.358.4172.

THE EASIEST WAY TO QUOTE, BUY
& SAVE ON YOUR TLC INSURANCE
Quickly Quote & Buy
Use your credit/debit card
Flexible payment options
Top carriers
Store your FH1/Docs in app
Automatic Billing
Scan

Download now
for free
INSHUR.COM/TLC
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Tired of Losing Drivers and Customers

to Predator Apps?
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Carmel Xpress app is the ONLY app that allows

you to increase revenue while protecting your
brand, your customers and your affiliated drivers.
Plus: Carmel Xpress is the ONLY app
that complies with TLC Rule 59B-17(d)

Carmel Xpress is a Base App,
NOT A DRIVER APP

You’re in charge of the process. The Carmel Xpress App is specifically designed
to protect your customer base, as well as your fleet of affiliated drivers from
“Predator Apps.” It fits perfectly as an add-on to a Black Car Base by generating
more work for you and giving your drivers another source of revenue.

Unlike other apps, with the Carmel Xpress App:
•You have full control of the workflow allocation in a way that fits
your needs.
•You determine, in real time, who, when, and how many affiliated
drivers can participate in the app workflow.
•You get a strict “no driver solicitation” clause in the agreement.
•The app complies with TLC Rule 59B-17(d) by “informing the customer” that “the vehicle is affiliated with another base” (your base)

To join, or for more information about
this revolutionary app, please contact

Ed Cleary at 718-391-9248
or ed.carmellimo@gmail.com

Carmel’s high
volume makes
Carmel Xpress
app a “plug and
play.” You simply
flip the switch
and trips start
pouring in!
TLC LIC Base#B00256
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TLC DRIVER SERVICES, INC.
All TLC Summonses
DMV Traffic Tickets

31-00 47th Avenue 60-19 Roosevelt Avenue - 2nd floor
Long Island City, NY 11101 Woodside, NY 11377
(Inside the TLC Building-1st floor) 7 Train to Woodside-61st St Stop

TLC DRIVER SCHOOL
A dedicated team of lawyers providing
the necessary expertise, knowledge
and experience to effectively represent
all licensees – including drivers,
vehicle owners & base owners – in the
transportation industry.

New TLC Base Applications

The TLC Driving Institute was founded by industry experts to provide
the highest level of education for Black Car / For-Hire Vehicle (FHV),
SHL and Taxi Drivers. It is also our mission to deliver the most
convenient and accommodating classes and programs in NYC.

718-255-9500

718-729-4700
It’s about time that
you defend yourself
and protect your
DMV & TLC License!

Offering A
LL Required
ALL
TLC Driver Classes

24
24 HOUR
HOUR CLASSES
CLASSES
Gregory Gallo
Attorney at Law

DAY
DAY &
& NIGHT
NIGHT CLASSES
CLASSES
CUSTOMIZABLE
CUSTOMIZABLE SCHEDULES
SCHEDULES
FINAL
FINAL EXAM
EXAM TESTING
TESTING

We handle all TLC and DMV matters!
Our goal is to give you the best legal defense available
and to keep your license protected at all times.

www.TLCservices.nyc
summonses@TLCservices.nyc

WHEELCHAIR
WHEELCHAIR (WAV)
(WAV) CLASS
CLASS
DEFENSIVE
DEFENSIVE DRIVING
DRIVING COURSE
COURSE (DDC)
(DDC)

school@TLCdriver.nyc • www.TLCdriver.nyc

The Leader in Taxi & Livery Insurance
for Over 40 Years…

TM

American Transit Insurance Company
www.american-transit.com

American Transit Insurance Company
One MetroTech Center • Brooklyn, NY 11201
212-857-8200 • (800) 683-ATIC (2842)
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ATTORNEY’S CORNER

BY LAURENCE I. COHEN

#NOTMETOO: Protecting the Rights of Employees
Wrongfully Accused of Sexual Harassment
Last month we looked at the serious
problem of sexual harassment in the workplace, and how it has been brought to the
forefront in recent months by the allegations against Harvey Weinstein and numerous other high-profile individuals. The
#MeToo social media movement sparked by
these scandals, and the awareness they
have created in the public mind, have
shown little sign of abating. Open any
newspaper, or click on any news website,
and you’re almost certain to find a current
article about yet another celebrity, politician or business leader accused of sexual
harassment. With all that’s going on, it’s
important to keep in mind that just because
someone has been accused of sexual harassment does not necessarily mean they actually engaged in sexual harassment. An
unfortunate byproduct of the #MeToo
movement is that it has created an atmosphere in which just about any sexual harassment allegation can take root and
flourish, regardless of its merits.
Just because someone has been accused
of making an off-color joke or comment does
not mean that sexual harassment has occurred. While a single comment can, if severe enough, constitute sexual harassment,
as a general matter isolated remarks do not
suffice. That’s not to say isolated remarks
that are sexual and/or harassing in nature
are acceptable and need not be addressed.
To the contrary, such conduct can be poisonous to the workplace and, if not
promptly dealt with, lead to more severe or
repeated harassment. Thus, every incident
should result in a warning that the conduct
at issue is contrary to company policy, and
all such warnings should be memorialized
in writing and placed in the offending employee’s personnel file.
As for accusations of more pervasive
conduct (“Andre has been making comments about my body every day for the past
month”), as we mentioned last month, employers who react to sexual harassment
complaints by summarily firing an accused
employee without properly investigating
can find themselves in just as much trouble
as those who ignore them. It is important
to keep in mind that accusations are just
that: accusations and nothing more. Accusations are not always true, and people
sometimes have an ulterior motive for making accusations that turn out to be false. It’s
not out of the question that some of the Hol-

lywood celebrities whose names have recently been in the news are being falsely accused of sexual harassment by former
employees or lovers interested in making a
quick buck or getting revenge. In the employment context, an employee might
falsely accuse a co-worker of sexual harassment for any of a variety of reasons. The
employee may be after money from the
company. She might be trying to get her supervisor fired for having given her a poor
performance evaluation. Perhaps she was
passed over for a promotion in favor of a
more qualified male co-worker whom she’d
like out of the picture. The employee may
have been having an affair with a coworker, and now that he’s dumped her
she’d like to get back at him. There are
countless reasons why an employee might
falsely accuse a co-worker of wrongdoing.
For these reasons, it’s important to
treat any employee accused of sexual harassment fairly. This doesn’t mean giving
him the benefit of the doubt, but it also
doesn’t mean firing him on the spot either.
Instead, you should conduct a prompt and
thorough investigation, remaining as objective and neutral throughout the process as
possible until such time as the investigation has been completed. We went over the
procedures for properly investigating suspected or reported harassment last month.
In brief, both the accuser and accused need
to be separately interviewed, with careful
notes taken of each such conversation, including details regarding what occurred,
who witnessed the conduct, what was said,
what was done, etc. Witnesses should be interviewed as well, and all available evidence should be gathered and preserved.
Once the information and evidence has
been gathered, a determination must be
made as to whether sexual harassment occurred. This is typically done with the assistance of other management personnel
and/or with counsel. The decision should be
based strictly upon whether or not sexual
harassment is believed to have occurred,
and not based upon any other reasons or
factors, particularly if the accused is a
member of a protected class. Suppose for
example Andre, an African American male,
has been accused of sexually harassing Sue
each morning for the past month. After
thoroughly investigating the matter, you
learn from other employees that nobody
saw any harassment, and that Sue and

Andre simply don’t get along. Nevertheless,
you decide to use Sue’s complaint as a reason to terminate Andre because he was late
to work a few times, and because you believe you think Sue is litigious. Smart strategy? Not at all. You’ve just traded Sue’s
losing sexual harassment lawsuit (in which
she’d have no evidence or witnesses to back
up her harassment claims) for Andre’s possible race discrimination lawsuit; one in
which your stated reason for termination is
unsupported by your own investigation and
witnesses, raising the presumption that
Andre’s race was the real reason for his discharge.
Does this mean you always have to be
correct when you fire an employee who has
been accused of sexual harassment? No, it’s
not against the law to be wrong, however if
you don’t investigate, do a sloppy investigation, or terminate in the face of evidence
that the accusations are untrue, you open
the door to the former employee possibly
bringing a discrimination claim against the
company based upon race, or age, or some
other protected category. Another downside
to not properly investigating is that you
may be rewarding an employee who has
lied about being harassed for purposes of
advancing her own objectives, and improperly punishing an innocent employee who
did nothing of the sort. Even if the accusing
employee hasn’t lied – perhaps she has exaggerated or misinterpreted a remark as
harassment – a rush to judgment may result in the termination of an employee in
which your company has made a significant
investment.
In conclusion, given all the recent focus
on sexual harassment, now more than ever
it’s important that all employers have effective policies and procedures in place, inclusive of procedures for investigating any
suspected or reported harassment. As is
discussed above, all such investigations
should be done in a thorough, fair and impartial manner. That includes thoroughly
interviewing the accused, the accuser and
witnesses, documenting all such conversations in writing, gathering all available evidence, and above all treating the accused
as innocent until proven guilty. Sexual harassment is a terrible thing, but so too is
accusing someone of having engaged in it
knowing that they didn’t, and taking someone’s job away based upon false accusations.

Pike, Tuch & Cohen, LLP, with offices located at 1921 Bellmore Avenue, Bellmore, New York 11710. The firm specializes in commercial and employment litigation, including
misclassification, wage and hour, employment practices, franchising and business practice matters, and transactional matters. The foregoing is provided solely as general information, is not intended as legal advice, and may not be applicable within your jurisdiction or to your specific situation. You are advised to consult with your attorneys for guidance before relying upon any of the information presented herein.
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TLC LICENCE #B00280

A Black Car Group
Sedan & Limousine Service
Since 1973

The Way To Go

BLACK CAR & LIMOUSINE
59-01 37TH AVENUE
WOODSIDE, NY 11377

YOUR FUTURE
IS HERE JOIN US

IF YOU HAVE A TLC VEHICLE IN CLEAN CONDITION
AND WANT TO EXPERIENCE QUALITY ACCOUNTS

PLEASE CALL OR SEE
TOMMY CAPPIELLO
PRESIDENT
FROM: 10AM TO 6PM
718-651-7300

ANY MAKE MODEL OR COLOR CARS WILL BE CONSIDERED
FOR NEW DRIVERS ONLY!!!

• NEW RATE BOOK IN EFFECT
• MORE OT WORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY
• AME DISPATCH SYSTEM
• MANY NEW LARGE ACCOUNTS
• LINE UP WORK
• PACKAGE WORK
• DRAIN EVERY DAY

FOR A LIMITED TIME
FREE DUES FOR
NEW DRIVERS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• ALL CLIENT DISCOUNTS ARE ABSORBED

BY THE COMPANY AND DO NOT EFFECT
YOUR VOUCHERS

WBTAXI.COM
call

35-11 43rd Ave.
L.I.C., NY 11101

718-729-7777

All • No deposit
parking on our premises
Hybrid •• Free
Lowest price gas in NYC
Fleet • Get paid cash every day

WINTER Special $49 Thursday Special

$999
Weekly

Keep the car Sunday, Monday & Tuesday

All Expenses Included

For Only $499

Any Shift
Available
Early Start, No Extra Charge
New Drivers: Show this ad
and get your first shift free

Drive Sunday-Wednesday
and Pay Only $49 for Thursday Shift
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INDUSTRY NEWS

ILCT SHOW IN VEGAS CHARTS NEW COURSE
FOR LONG-STANDING PUBLICATION
The newly branded International Luxury Coach and Transportation (LCT) Show was held March 24-27, at the Mandalay Bay
Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, signaling a new direction for the
host magazine and the ground transportation industry, in general.
According to LCT, the show drew attendees from over 39 countries and every U.S. state, and focused its educational seminars
and attendee activities toward improving profits; expanding the
scope of networks and strengthening the bonds between affiliates;
introducing the latest trends; and helping operators maintain and
grow their customer bases, regardless of the size of their fleet.
For more information, visit: www.lctshow.com.

Joe Rosenberg (left) and Chuck Martell from R&R Road Chauffeured Transportation.

A high-quality line
of custom minibuses, limousines
and corporate
sedans keeps
Royale Limousine
Manufacturers
one of the industry’s most celebrated vehicle
modifiers. Lucy
Berritto (center)
and Lou Saif
(right) assist the
New York/New
Jersey area with
sales and service.
Here, they are accompanied by Jeff
DeMarco.

Mercedes-Benz has been stepping more boldly into the market in recent years.

Ford-Lincoln Limousine & Livery program’s Kim Johnston (left) and Craig Hall
showing off the latest body-style Lincoln Navigator.

More photos on pag 48
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Ford Motor Company’s vast array of offerings for Black Car, Limo and Livery operators.

The selection of Cadillac Professional Vehicles built for the industry.

Shafquat Chaudhary, Elite Limousine Plus, Inc.

CHECK OUT THE ONLINE EDITION OF BLACK CAR NEWS

www.BLACKCARNEWS.com
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WHERE THE MOST DYNAMIC INDUSTRY MINDS MEET

APRIL 29-MAY 1, 2018
THE MIAMI BEACH EDITION
W W W . L C T S U M M I T. C O M

LTS03-0758.18

Sponsorship Opportunities Available

REGISTER
NOW!
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INDUSTRY NEWS

CARMEL ANNOUNCES CAR SERVICE REWARDS PROGRAM
and/or hold a Carmel website account automatically become a Carmel Points member. Customers are urged to join the
program by simply downloading the
Carmel App or opening a user account at
www.CarmelLimo.com. Users immediately
start accumulating points for every ride
they take.
“We are so excited to launch this exclusive, world’s first car and limousine reward
program,” explains Guy Kabessa, Director
of Carmel Points. “It’s our way of showing
gratitude to our customers for their loyalty.
Above all, it’s free to join… just another

Carmel Car and Limousine Service announced in March the introduction of the
“Carmel Points Loyalty Program,” which
the company is calling “the world’s first reward program offered by a car service.” The
new Carmel Points system is a unique and
exclusive car and limo service loyalty program that allows Carmel customers to earn
and accumulate points every time they ride
with Carmel using the Carmel App or Book
Online. Additionally, Carmel Points members can redeem Carmel Points for a discount on rides, or even free rides.
Customers who use the Carmel App

way Carmel says thank you for being a
loyal Carmel customer.”
Carmel’s Loyalty Points Program was
created as part of the company’s efforts to
offer value proposition to their customers.
The company has been serving the New
York City market for 35 years, and provides affordable, safe, reliable, private
transportation to and from all destinations
in any of 360 major cities around the world.
Carmel’s free worldwide mobile app
comes with $36 car cash upon download. It
is available at the app store or at
www.carmelLimo.com.

DMV OPENS OFFICE AT TLC LIC LOCATION

Check With Us Before You Renew Your Insurance

On March 26, 2018, the New York State
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV)
opened an office at the Taxi and Limousine
Commission’s (TLC) Long Island City Facility (31-00 47th Avenue, Long Island
City, NY 11101). The DMV is located inside

the TLC’s Licensing facility. This new
DMV office will allow owners to complete
TLC and DMV transactions in one visit.
The new DMV office will process only
the following transactions:
• Medallion Owners and Agents can com-

plete DMV transactions at TLC Licensing Facility’s DMV office only.
• FHV, Paratransit and Commuter Van
vehicle owners can complete DMV
transaction at TLC Licensing Facility’s
DMV office or any local DMV office.

Are You Over Paying? Check With Us!!!
Royal Bay Insurance Agency
julian@royalbayinsurance.com

30-02 Skillman Ave. • LIC, NY 11101

ROYAL
BAY
INSURANCE
TLC Insurance Is Our Speciality

Black Car • Car Service • Luxury Limo • Taxi
Corporate Insurance for Black Car & Car Services
Insurance for Vans & Mini Vans
Home • Auto • Business

DMV Approved 6 Hour
Defensive Driving Course
Available on Premises

We specialize in all types of
TLC insurance
FH-1’s Issued Same Day

TLC Messenger
Service Available*

Workers’ Compensation for
Ambulettes, Car Services &
Limousines

(*fees apply)

INSURE YOUR
GREEN TAXI HERE

Limits of liability: $1 million
& $1.5 million Available
New Jersey Limousine
Insurance available

30-02 Skillman Ave., LIC, NY 11101

CALL ROYAL BAY INSURANCE

718.383.3030
Se habla español
*Coverage provided through: American Transit Ins. Co., One Metro Tech, Brooklyn, NY 11201; Hereford Ins Co., 36-01 43 Ave, LIC
NY 11101; Global Liberty Ins Co of NY, 68 S. Service Road, Melville, NY 11747; Fiduciary Ins Co of America, 4507 Davis Street, LIC,
NY 11101; Maya Assurance Co., 45-18 Court Square - Suite 502, LIC, NY 11101; Eveready, 59 Maiden Lane, New York, NY 10038.

NEW TLC RULE ALLOWS
TAXIS TO CHARGE
“UPFRONT” RATES,
SURGE PRICING
On March 29, the New York City Taxi and
Limousine Commission (TLC) unanimously
approved a pilot program to allow yellow taxis
to offer their passengers “upfront” rates,
rather than metered ones, if the passenger requests the ride through an app.
TLC rules have long required that passengers be charged the metered rate of fare for all
yellow taxi trips. The pilot will not apply to
street hails, which will still be metered and
continue to follow the normal taxicab rates of
fare. Taxi companies will be able to determine
their own rates of fare but must report them
to the TLC. They will also be allowed to charge
“surge pricing” rates, as well as set special
rates to encourage shared rides, according to
the TLC.
Companies can participate if they have an
e-hail license. There are currently four companies that hold e-hail licenses: Arro, Curb, Via
and Waave.

FREE! INDOOR ON SITE PARKING

CHECK OUT THE NEW ONLINE EDITION OF BLACK CAR NEWS

www.BLACKCARNEWS.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED ADS ARE FREE
TO THE DRIVERS IN OUR INDUSTRY!
Want to sell your used vehicle? Want to sell a radio? If you are a
driver serving our industry, you can sell whatever you like (within
reason) on our Classifieds page for FREE – including old furniture, used exercise equipment… whatever you like.
There are three ways to submit your classified ad.
• You can visit www.blackcarnews.com, click on the “Classifieds” link, enter your information directly into the boxes and
hit send. (This is the preferred method.)
• You can fax your classified ad to 856.751.0657.
URGENT: SELLING 2016 LEXUS LX 570. Please directly contact me by
email for more info: mohammadalfaruq@hotmail.com. Price: 22,000
Euro. WhatsApp No: +919139124955.

DIAL CAR FRANCHISE/TABLET FOR SALE. Asking $20,000. Call: (718)
740-1079.

2015 LINCOLN NAVIGATOR L FOR SALE: 31K miles, b/b, like new, garage
kept, bumper to bumper Lincoln warranty to 100k or 6yrs. Fully loaded,
rear entertainment, trailer hitch, 4+4 22inch wheels, reserve model:
$45k. Must be seen and driven! Call Ari: 718-513-9428 or 561-2912020.

DIAL RADIO FOR SALE 10K. Call or text 718-938-1313.
2011 CHEVY SUBURBAN FOR SALE. 1500 LT 4WD, 270K miles, great

car, just passed TLC inspection in Jan: $12,399. Call Mark (732) 4767688.

2016 TOYOTA CAMRY SE FOR SALE. leather interior, brand new condi-

tion, black/black, 19k miles. Asking price: $17,500. Call 917 968-4487.

UTOG RADIO FOR LEASE: $250 per month. Call: 917-545-4960.
CAREY LIMO FRANCHISE FOR SALE by owner, 9 years left, retiring: $28K.
Call 516-668-6357.

(5) 2011 LINCOLN TOWN CARS FOR SALE. Signature, b/b, loaded, all options, drives perfect, 300k easy Fla. miles. Located in Palm Beach
Florida. Call: 561-622-2222.

SKYLINE RADIO OWNER READY TO RETIRE Looking for somebody to
take over my radio. For more info, please call 973-866-7797.

LINCOLN MKT TOWN CAR FOR SALE. Like-new condition, covered by

man. warranty to 2018/150k miles. Black/black leather, panoramic roof,
backup camera, blind spot package, lane dep. warn, nav, rear-passenger controls. Maintained by local Lincoln dealer. Motivated, retired
owner. Call Solomon: 917-474-5822.

2016 TOYOTA CAMRY FOR RENT for Uber, Lyft, Gett, new TLC drivers

welcome. Excellent condition. Black ext/gray int, touch screen, backup
camera. Rent $399/Deposit $399. Ins. and maint. incl. Questions?
Call/text: 347.458.7893.

DIAL RADIO FOR LEASE, with option to buy. Only $50/wk. Call:

516.680.5649.

2015 SUBURBAN LT FOR SALE. Black/black, 61K (low miles),

Black/black, 61K (low miles), very well maintained and services up to
date. Clean Carfax, no accidents, asking price: $38,000. Call if interested: 347.654.1609.

2013 CHRYSLER 300S FOR WEEKEND RENTAL. Friday to Sunday, TLCready. Call Michael for details: 347-456-5604.

2011 LINCOLN MKX AWD FOR SALE. Black exterior, 74K orig. miles,

under warranty until 120K, all options: Navigation, heated seats, pan-aroof, backup camera, 2-tone interior. Retails for $55K new, selling for
$18K. Photos available. Call Tony: 347-628-2796.

VEHICLES FOR SALE: 2013 M-B Sprinter: 26,800 miles. 2014 M-B S550:
28,800 miles; 2014 Cad. Escalade: 25,900 miles; 2014 Cad. Escalade:
24,200 miles; 2015 Linc. MKS: 31,100 miles; 2015 Linc. MKS: 30,500
miles; 2015 Chevy Suburban: 37,400 miles. Call: 718-585-6450.

“LIKE” BLACK CAR NEWS

• Or, you can mail it to Black Car News at:
714 Crestbrook Avenue, Cherry Hill, NJ 08003.
In all instances, please include your name, phone number, address, email address and the company you are affiliated with.

All other ads – from bases and the vendors serving our industry
– must be display ads. Deadline and pricing information for our
display ads can be found in the “RATES/DATES” section of our
website, under “Rates and Schedule.”

TWO 2013 CARS FOR SALE: Black on black, all-wheel-drive, fully equipped,
good condition. Vehicle 1: 112,000 miles, asking $10,500. Vehicle 2: 96,000
miles, asking: $12,500. Call with questions or inquiries: (718) 331-9500 x310.
2008 KRYSTAL KOACH BUS FOR SALE: 32-passenger shuttle bus w/rear luggage, 122K miles, black, diesel, front and rear A/C, heat, NYS DOT-ready.
Asking: $35,000. Call Dave: (631) 645-1245.
INTA-BORO RADIO FOR SALE, rent or lease. Contact Ivan: 718-570-7626 /

917-656-2189.

LOOKING FOR A TLC DRIVER with at least 2 years’ black car driving experience to drive a 2013 Chrysler 300 affiliated with Big Apple Car. Must have a
clean driver’s & TLC license. Call Frank Grasso: 718-331.9500, ext. 310.

USED OFFICE FURNITURE FOR SALE: 15 Desks and 20 HON file cabinets. Call

David: 718-753-2121.

2016 CHEVY SUBURBAN LT Luxury Package for sale. $50k, with 21k miles,
fully loaded w/2 TVS. Mint condition, serviced professionally. Call/Text: 917495-0333.

2014 TOYOTA CAMARY XLE, rent with option to buy. Black, 100k, great deal:
$350/week, after 1 year, buy to own. 516.330.1076.

2012 VOLKSWAGON ROUTAN FOR SALE. Seven passengers, full options, 73K
miles, pearl white, currently working for Uber. Asking $13,000. Cal 718-9020747.
DIAL CAR RADIO FOR SALE. Reasonable price, motivated seller. Please call:

718.743.5125.

OFFICE FURNISHINGS FOR SALE, all reasonable offers considered. Total listing
available at: www.dropbox.com/s/ha2xoigbctx5yn9/Emailed%20Inventory%
20For%20Sale%20Total%20Items%20.xlsx?dl=0. Includes 19-Foot conference table, 61 cabinets, 44 executive desks, phone/dispatch operator stations, cork boards, white boards, lockers, etc. Interested? Call (718)
753-2121.
DIAL RADIO WITH LEASING RIGHTS FOR SALE: $10,000 non-negotiable. Get
15% annual return without working or drive yourself. Hurry, will not last. Serious buyers only. Call 917.364.6867.
2015 CHEVY SUBURBAN LUXURY EDITION FOR SALE: One owner,
black/black, with 30K accident-free miles. Power 2nd and 3rd rows seats,
power side-view mirrors, onboard WiFi. Only serviced by dealer, never used
for TLC: $49,000 firm. Call 347-384-9201.

2013 CADILLAC XTS LIVERY PACKAGE FOR SALE. Great condition, lots of updates completed recently, has 169K miles. Great for limousine service, asking
$12,000. Call: 646-229-1999.

2008 T/C 10 PASS. LIMO with 5 doors, includes front passenger seat, only
11,000 miles: $35,000. Call 516.993.1366.

CHEVROLET SUBURBAN 2012 LT FOR SALE: Great condition, no accidents, 114K
miles. Comes with “Weather Tech” mats (valued at $300). Runs smoothly, all
four tires replaced a couple months ago, brakes replaced six months ago. Priced
under KBB value, cheaper than any dealer: $21,500. Call (917) 604-8966 or
email recanyc@gmail.com.
2014 TOYOTA AVALON HYBRID FOR SALE.Black int/ext; mileage: 80,000. Ask-

ing $17,000. Call Stanley: 347-399-9970.

FOR BREAKING NEWS.
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Black Car Assistance Corporation

INSTITUTE
Now is the
Perfect Time
to Increase the
Value of Your Fleet!
Use the BCAC Institute to
Train Drivers & Base Staff
in Improved
Customer Service,
Efficiency, Safety & More!

Driver Training
Staff Training
Customer Se
rvice
More
Efficiency, Safety &

@nybcac

www.BCACinstutute.org • www.nybcac.org
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